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Golf clash hack reddit

Not going to spend 100 bucks plus overpriced gems. Got a game guardian but can't find a way to save gems. Something like a tap baseball hack, changing the amount of gems to buy in a store? Never asked for a car win hack just want to compete pretty, but kinda hard with equipment against 400 plus trolls on low
tours. I like the fact that whales do this game down the vote because they don't want qualifiedplayers with the same gear as them. So I have to come all this while playing. The person draws back full and the dial for the first pass hits perfect. Now I usually put it down to a good shot, but after replaying and seeing them do
it 8 times in a row I'd probably hack it? I just ask because if it is possible, I will seriously consider deleting the game. So I just ran across the guy on the World Links, which looks like every time without a nary one correction or a second guess. I'm not saying that this guy was hacking, but it's a little comfortable that with a
solid gust of 5 mph in half that this guy knew the perfect spot to hit every time. Did anyone else run into something as suspicious as this? I've been seeing a lot of links to sites that supposedly add huge gems and coins (well, massive to me, at least) to those in the Golf Clash account. Are any of them legit? Who? It
seems too good to be true. If they are legit, do they work in guest accounts (accounts not associated with FB)? And finally, do GC developers have problems with this? Have you been penalized for these hacks? golfclashcheats.org/'ve been playing for a few months and a friend just showed me some people hacking the
game. Please tell me, is this not yet happening? If there are people getting unlimited crystals, my interest in this game is going to go away quickly. I've spent more than I'd admit, which will make me mad if these hackers can create whatever they want for free. Please tell me it's not true... I posted it in another thread. I
wanted to post my comment and there are 1 of 2 things to happen.Comment on how you agree with me and add talking points. Or, two. Comment on how I'm wrong etc..... and talk me back. I am part of this sub and more than 1 FB group. And this hack theme isn't going away. Pile on PD or talk me thinking im way off
base. Turn Right! My FB group on the mainland has been going on for over 24 hours. I kept checking here and when I woke up the next day I decided to make a tournament hack reveal after the post. Im glad Im not the only one who twiddles their thumbs on the net waiting for someone else, lol. As far as PD goes.... I
don't know their margins or their staff abilities, but the fact that.... 1, They knew about this cheat for months.2, They sold their special balls to suckers like me who think it could help them tickets better in their endless tournaments, etc. im 43 years old! This is the only video game I play and they actually get money from me
every other week! And why? Events! I never use a special ball on tour play. They better fork over 100 hunderds of good balls! Like those I've bought! Bunny, movies, marble, royal, etc. Plus zerks and KMs! Its easy PD. If you know the hack you will patch IT UP BEFORE THE NEXT TOURNAMENT! if that means you
cant sell that week special ball Oh F-ing well! Pro-Tip. Your best customers now and foever share any and all glitches/hacks! The game is already top heavy in the absence of a trip of 12+! Yes, top players and kareis with maxxed clubs don't buy your wares, but given this PD, your game is dying as we speak. Your
numbers might say otherwise, your special ball sales might be at an all-time high, but even before your lack of response to know hacks, the game was already terminal? Do you have this property but still 8.10 Im not a max player, but I play 10 (and 11 like once a week) and even I have 4 accounts (why? Because this
game is top heavy. I accounted for 4 days before royal tourny and took 3 lol! This game is getting so top heavy full of known cheats etc. That top players (not me) get bored and make alt accounts crush real rookies (guilty, but my clubs were horrible I swear). And why? Because all the best players are 11. People like me
go there once in a blue moon just to be outside the club bed and lose. And the top players suffer because you won't hide the opponent until the games start so the players back to them. I have no problem grinding a trip of 10, but upgrading my clubs, but whats the best way to do it? Tournaments! Pd. Clean up cheats and
maybe expand the game after tour 11. Hmmmm trip 12 might be a West Coast master seriesI know im rambling, but everything not down to known cheats thing is beyond justified. Last drunk advice. Open 12 from the 3rd tee. Maybe take the legendary (u work on the title) tourny level. Hell, to keep things spicy you could
even introduce new clubs to that.... can only be used in 12+ and legendary tournaments. I promise it if you don't patch and all the known cheats in this game will die. The Internet has made this topic viral. I wont but believe there are people who will be testing this cheat next tourny to see if it is patched. If not, cancel the
next tournament/ball shindig. Page 2Posted by2 years ago in the comments I was going to post a video today and ask if it was a cheating or glitch, but after reading 10 other posts they are definitely cheating. I labeled all the shots support and contacted the support, but I'm about to be so inundated I'll never get my 3M
coins back or worse the cheater won't get banned... So others may be on the lookout... Namhae Rocks 51st shot - in water2nd shot - ball on the edge of the cliff easily but the 2nd shot hits the green side of the bunker.3. Shot - The ball appears 2 meters in the world, easy putt. Shootout – A ball bunker 42 yards from the
pin, recorded as 2 yards from the pin vs. my 3 for the win. When drawing the ball back, it is always immediately released, regardless of the hook, slice or other. I guess how the hack works it doesn't matter. Page 2 comments Using one of my alt accounts, I just played a tour of 10 games against a Clan 100 member. He
tees off with the base ball. On my turn, I try to switch balls and the cheat method forces me to use the base ball without being able to switch to another ball. Of course, he made holes from the fairway for a suspicious second shot. This player just has 20% eagles for the total games played, so he's a very average player. I
have reported on their Playdemic, so we'll see what happens. Page 2 14 comments
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